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Silvermouse (for Production Paperwork) 

Completing and Submitting the BBC Copyrights Form 

This helpcard describes how to record the details of the copyright items that have been used in your 

programme. 

The information is entered within the Copyrights form in Silvermouse and will form part of your BBC 

Programme as Complete (PasC) paperwork, along with the Front Page and Contributors form. 

Please note: All data used in this helpcard is for training purposes only. 
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Essential Information You Need to Know Before Entering Copyright 

Items 

Copyright works, such as photos, scripts, artistic works, independent extracts, or archive footage, need to 

be "cleared" for use or re-use in BBC programmes or content. This must be done before the item is used in 

your programme and the details should then be recorded in the Copyrights form in Silvermouse. 

IMPORTANT: The Copyrights form will be the only record of how the item was cleared. Accuracy is 
essential so the BBC can comply with its legal obligations and enable reuse of your programme (repeats, 
clip use, distribution and exploitation). 

Make sure you only record the copyright items that have actually been used in your programme or 
episode. 

The BBC Programme as Completed (PasC), which consists of the Front Page, Copyrights and 
Contributors forms, should be completed within 2 weeks of transmission. 

When recording copyright information in Silvermouse: 

 Make sure you enter the details within the correct 
copyright Type* and Type of Material*  please refer to the 
Copyright and Material Types in Silvermouse section of 
this helpcard for more details 

 Spellings need to be accurate 

 It is important to consider data protection, especially 
when using free text boxes.  

No personal or financial information should be included, and where you are entering a person’s name 
and contact details you must inform them beforehand (unless they are already aware you will be 
recording their details) 

 A single work may include several “layers” of copyright which should all be reported under the correct 
copyright Type* and Type of Material*. For example: 

A photograph of a painting may include copyright for the painting (Artistic Work) AND the photograph 

(Stills). 

An extract from a BBC programme may include script extracts (Text) and photographs used on the set 

(Stills) 

 Every copyright item must have an In and Out Timecode added to show where it appears in the 
programme. It is possible to add them as 00”00”00”, but this should only be done in exceptional 
circumstances and not as a general rule 

 If your programme contains no copyright material, select the ‘No 
copyrights were used in this programme’ tick box at the 
bottom of the screen and submit the blank form 

 The BBC PasC (Front Page, Copyrights and Contributors forms) 
should be completed within 2 weeks of transmission 

 You can enter an item manually, or search either the Getty or Silvermouse databases. 
Getty is just one third-party supplier with whom you might be sourcing stills from. The 
Silvermouse database contains copyright items that have previously been entered 
into the system by someone in your production company  
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Searching and selecting an item from the Getty database within Silvermouse does not mean the item has 
been cleared for use. Clearance should be sought PRIOR to using the item; all you are doing in 
Silvermouse is recording the details of what has been used. 

Copying from the Silvermouse database 

If you are using the Silvermouse database to find and copy a piece of copyright that you know has been 
used in your area before, please be aware that ANY changes made to the key copyright information will 
affect ALL programmes where the item has been used.  

The key copyright information is: 

Type* Title* 

Type of Material* Rights Holder (Owner or Source)* 

Other Material* Creator 

Copyright ID Description 

 

If you need to change any of the information for an item selected from the Silvermouse database, apart 
from the Timecodes or the Rights within the Rights Tab, you MUST delete it from your form, and create it 

from scratch as a new item. 

Copying from the Getty database 

If you have selected an item from the Getty database, you MUST NOT change any of the pre-existing key 
information listed above. If you do, it will change EVERY instance in every programme where the item has 
been used. 

Copyright and Material Types in Silvermouse 
When entering copyright, the information that is required will change depending on the Type* of copyright 

and Type of Material* you select. If you can’t find the Type of Material* you are looking for, try selecting a 

different Type* of copyright.  
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This table shows how they are grouped together: 

Type of Copyright Type of Material 

Archive Footage BBC Archive 

Independent Extract 

Acquired Sequence 

Sports Extract: Footage 

Sports Extract: Commentary 

Sports Extract: Footage & Commentary 

Graphics Graphics 

Stills Photographs/Stills 

Other 

Text Literary: Script 

Literary: Sketch 

Literary: Adaptation 

Literary: Documentary Script 

Literary: Quiz question 

Literary: Linking Material 

Literary: Rewrite 

Literary: Script Extract 

Literary: Other 

Source: Book 

Source: Play 

Source: Poem 

Source: Short story 

Source: Literary extract 

Source: Translation 

Source: Character copyright 

Source: Other   

Artistic Works Artistic Works 

Commercial music 

Specially composed music 

Music arrangement 

Production/library music 

Lyrics 

Grand Rights 

Music Other 

Commissioned Footage Specially Shot 

Independent Insert 

Format Format 

Format Extract 

Locations and Access Locations and Access 

Other Other 
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The following section describes when to use the different copyright Types* and Type of Material* options. 

Also included are extra guidance notes about entering the information which should be used in conjunction 

with the Entering Copyright Details section of this helpcard. 

Archive Footage 
This copyright type is for existing material only.  

When you select Archive Footage from the Type* drop down list, the 

Type of Materials* are as follows: 

Archive Footage: Acquired Sequence  

This should be used to enter the details of existing material that has 

been brought in, for example from other broadcasters, which might 

involve a fee or be free of charge.  

Newsreel or stock footage from one source for which costs are based on an aggregated total can be 

entered as one item but with timecodes to indicate where in the programme the footage features. 

Acquired clips sourced from movies and television programmes should be listed as separate items in the 

copyrights form regardless of whether each film or programme is owned by the same organisation. 

Archive Footage: BBC Archive 

This should be used when entering details of BBC archive and extracts from BBC programmes. The 

information required for this type of copyright should be obtained from the original programme’s PasC 

and/or BBC Archive. Always go back to the original source to check the information, as you might find that 

something you thought was BBC archive is actually from another source, so it’s important to check the 

original paperwork and then clear and report accordingly. 

There should be one entry for every copyright element in the programme extract. For example, if an extract 

is used that contains stills, purchased film, literary material, or scripts, then these elements need to be 

reported in the relevant sections in the Copyrights form. 

Profit Share 

Make sure you report any problematic content with profit share or restrictions, plus clips with profit share 
due to cameramen. 

Reporting the Use of Rushes and Trims 

If using material taken from a programme’s rushes or trims, it must be cleared for use and you must check 

who owns the material and enter the details in the appropriate section of the Copyrights form. 

 If the BBC owns the material enter the details as BBC Archive 

 Or enter as Independent Extract if taken from an independent commission and the independent owns 
the footage 
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When reporting BBC archive taken from rushes, please record the rushes/trims tape/drive number, folder 
and clip names, as well as source timecodes in the Description or Context of Use box. This will allow 
future productions to track back to the original archive source.  

Important: The Description box is a key information field as described in the Copying From the 
Silvermouse Database section above. If the Copyright item has been pulled in from the Silvermouse 
database, or has been copied from another programme, you must NOT change the Description field as 
this would change the Description field for all other instances of the copyright item in other programmes! If 
any information doesn’t match the archive item required, please create it as a new archive item instead. 

Archive Footage: Independent Extracts 

Independent Extracts is used to record the details of extracts taken from programmes that independent 

production companies have been commissioned to make by the BBC, for the BBC. These items should be 

cleared with the commissioning genre teams, for example, the Drama or Comedy Business Affairs Teams. 

If the programme using the independent extract is a co-production, the extract should be purchased through 

the BBC’s Rights, Legal and Business Affairs team. This is because programmes with co-production 

investment are being cleared for the purpose of commercial exploitation and the BBC’s clip rights in its own 

indie commissions are always limited to UK public service rights. Rest of world rights will either be owned 

by BBC Worldwide, with the indie being due a profit share fee, or will be wholly owned by the indie, in which 

case it is treated as a normal footage purchase. 

In all cases contributors/writers within the extract should be reported in the Contributors form or in the Text 

copyright section. 

If a whole acquired programme is transmitted as part of a longer programme, it should be logged under 

Independent Extract rather than as an Acquired Sequence. 

For Independent Extracts with profit share agreements, enter the percentage figure due, for example 20%, 
into the Context of Use box. Do not enter it into the Description box. 

For Independent Extracts, you should provide full details of the source programme by completing additional 

fields, such as the name and details of the Independent Company, and the full details of the Series and 

Programme and it’s Director and Producer, as well as when it transmitted on the BBC: 

 

file://bbcrd2028/training/Core%20Training/Business%20Systems%20Training/Projects/Silvermouse%20-%20Production%20Paperwork/3.%20Deliver/Helpcards/bs_silvermouse_bbc_copyrights_v6.2.docx%23_Copying_from_the
file://bbcrd2028/training/Core%20Training/Business%20Systems%20Training/Projects/Silvermouse%20-%20Production%20Paperwork/3.%20Deliver/Helpcards/bs_silvermouse_bbc_copyrights_v6.2.docx%23_Copying_from_the
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Archive Footage: Sports Extracts 

There are three Types of Materials* for Sports Extracts so choose the one that is relevant for the material 

you are recording in Silvermouse i.e. whether it is: 

 Footage only 

 Commentary only 

 Footage and Commentary 

You may have to purchase footage and commentary from different sources and purchased footage should 
be logged under Acquired Sequence. 

Commissioned Footage 
When you select Commissioned Footage from the Type* drop down list, the choice 

within Type of Materials* is either Independent Insert or Specially Shot. 

Commissioned Footage: Specially Shot 

Commissioned footage created by an Independent should be recorded as Specially 

Shot. 

If all the footage in your programme has been specially shot, you could just state that in the 

Shoot/Recording Description box in the Front Page form. However, by entering the information in the 

Copyrights form, you’ll be able to specify tab whether there are any restrictions on the reuse of the footage 

in the Add Rights tab. This will make it easier for anyone looking at your PasC to instantly see that there 

are no copyright issues with the material. 

Commissioned Footage: Independent Insert 

If another independent company has been commissioned to create footage for the independent production, 

this should be recorded as Independent Insert. 

Adding Footage Summary 

Productions often ask the BBC Archives team how much of a programme is specially shot and how much 
is archive material when enquiring about a programme. As the BBC Archives team will always refer 
enquirers to the PasC paperwork, it is helpful for to provide a breakdown summary in the Copyright Form’s 
Notes: 

 

For each category, add up the total mins:secs used across the programme. This will enable monitoring of 
archive use and its value to the business. 
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Use the following categories: 

Specially shot         00:00 
(Include any specially produced, BBC copyright graphics) 

BBC archive “ins” – transmitted programme material    00:00 
(BBC copyright only. Include all clips from other programmes) 

BBC archive “outs” – rushes/trims/non programme material  00:00 
(BBC copyright only) 

Acquired footage         00:00 
(Non-BBC copyright. All pre-existing material from outside the BBC,  
whether paid for or not) 

Text 
The Text copyright type should be used to report any items that relate to written copyright items. This 

means anything that may be seen or heard in your programme, or that have been used for programme 

ideas. 

When Text is selected as the Type*, there are many Types of Material* to choose from. They are prefixed 

with either Literary or Source and should be used as outlined below: 

 Literary: Adaptation: To record details of an adaptation made of a literary work 

 Literary: Documentary Script: To record details of a documentary script that has been used in your 
programme 

 Literary: Linking Materials: To record the details of scripted materials written for panel show 
presenters or documentary links between films 

 Literary: Other: Can be used if the item you are recording the details for does not come under one of 
the other Literary options. 

This should also be used if a contributor has an ‘Additional Elements’ deal or ‘Showrunner’ deal. 

 Literary: Quiz question: To record details of quiz questions that appear in your programme 

 Literary: Rewrite: To record the details of a rewrite performed on a pre-existing script 

 Literary: Script: To record details of a script that has been written for your 
programme 

 Literary: Script Extract: To be used when your programme contains an 
extract from a scripted programme. This may be an extract from any of the 
Literary types of work, for example an extract from a documentary script, or 
an extract from a sketch. 

Make sure you include details of the writer of the extract. 

 Literary: Sketch: To record details of a sketch that has been written for 
your programme  

 Source: Literary Extract: To report if you have quoted directly from a 
book, magazine, or newspaper 

 Source: Book: To report if a whole novel has been dramatized, or a 
factual publication has been used for a documentary  

 Source: Play: To report if your programme contains an extract or quote 
taken directly from a play, or if the whole play is being used 

 Source: Poem: To report if your programme contains an extract or quote 
taken directly from a poem, or if the whole poem is being used 
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 Source: Short story: To report if your programme contains an extract or quote taken directly from a 
short story, or if the whole short story is being used 

 Source: Translation: This is to report when you are using an extract from, or a whole translated work. 
Make sure you include the original author and translators details. 

If you are adapting a translated work, the adaptation should be listed under Literary: Adaptation and 
the Source work author under Source: Book and the translator of the work under Source: Translation 

 Source: Character copyright: To record where an existing character has been used in your 
programme 

 Source: Other: To report any other written material that does not fall within one of the other Source 
options 

Enter the Text copyright item as per the instructions in the Entering Copyright Details section of this 

helpcard, making sure the following guidelines are used: 

 Description: If you are recording the details of a book, include the ISBN reference, (International 
Standard Book Number), a unique numbering system used by publishers worldwide. This number is 
usually found on the back of the title page or on the back cover of the book and contains 10 or 13 digits 

 Previous Title(s): If the script or copyright item was formerly known as something else, enter it here 

 Original Episode Title/no: If entering details from a programme extract, it’s important that you include 
the Original Series, Title and Episode Number, for example Luther Series 2 Episode 2. If it won’t fit into 
this box, you can also enter it in the Previous Title field 

 Extract Type: If entering details from a programme extract, don’t forget to select the Extract Type from 
the drop down list 

 7b. Timecode (HH:MM:SS) If you’re entering timecodes for a script that has been written for you, the 
timecode should be the duration of the programme. 
 
For sketches, it is important to enter the length of each individual sketch, as sketch writers are paid 
repeat fees on the duration of the material used. 
 
Writers of quiz questions are paid per question, rather than duration, so the timecode is only important 
to identify which questions are scripted. So enter the Timecode In for the question being asked and then 
add a few seconds for the duration. 
 
Linking material should show the Timecodes for the start and finish of the material 

 Scriptwriter: Enter the name as Forename Surname 

Stills 
When Stills is selected as the copyright Type*, there are two Material Types* to choose from; 

Photograph/Stills and Other:  

Stills: Photograph/Stills  

Photograph/Stills should be used to record the details of all photographs included 

in your programme, whether specially shot  or sourced from a Third Party. This 

also includes any Royalty Free stock photos. 

Complete one entry per image, and not per contract or per owner or source, and make sure you only record 

the details on the programme or episode in which it has been used. 

Enter the Stills copyright item as per the instructions in the Entering Copyright Details section of this 

helpcard, making sure the following guidelines are used: 
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 Title*: Enter the supplier’s reference number and title description of the still 

If the still is from a picture library their reference number will be available on their download site 

 Right holder (Owner or source)*: This could be a picture library, a publication or an individual, for 
instance a programme contributor 

 Context of Use: State how the still was used, for example as set dressing in a drama, or as part of the 
narrative, for illustration 

Stills taken from a Book 

If you are entering the details of a still that has been taken from a book, refer to the acknowledgements 

section at the end of the book for the copyright details. 

 Description: Enter a Description of the still and include the page number from which the still was taken, 
and also the ISBN (International Standard Book Number), a unique numbering system used by 
publishers worldwide. This number is usually found on the back of the title page or on the back cover of 
the book and contains 10 or 13 digits 

 Date of Publication: Enter the date it was published 

Stills taken from Newspapers or Magazines 

If the still has been taken from a newspaper or magazine: 

 Description: Enter a Description of the Still and include the publication title and page number  

 Date of Publication: Enter the date it was published 

Stills: Other 

Stills: Other should be used to record details of Book, Album or DVD covers. Most covers do not require 

clearance but there are some limited exceptions, such as The Beatles album covers, so it’s important you 

check. You should still enter the details here and in the Rights tab you would select Clearance Not 

Necessary. 

When you select Stills: Other, an extra field is 

displayed so you can include the type of item 

you are entering for example Album Cover or 

Book Cover. 

If you have used an electronic image of a copyright-protected artistic work taken from a book, Other should 

be used to log the details of the image and the original Artistic Work should be recorded separately under 

Artistic Works, as they will have had individual contracts and payments. 

Artistic Works  
When Artistic Works is selected as the Type*, there are several Types of Material* to choose from.  

The Artistic Works Type of Material* should be used to record details of 

paintings, drawings, maps, sculptures and many other forms of visual art. You 

also need to report artistic work, even if it is a photograph of the artistic work 

that has been used. The photo would be reported under the Stills Type*, and the 

actual artistic work reported here. 

All music used in a programme must be reported in the Cue Sheet. This list of 

music Type of Materials* should be used to record when a contract has been 

issued or when special clearance or consent was required: 

 Commercial music 
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 Specially composed music 

 Music arrangement 

 Production/library music 

 Lyrics 

 Grand Rights 

 Music Other 

Graphics 
Graphics created for the programme for which you are completing the PasC should be reported in the 

Graphics section, and in the Add Rights tab make it quite clear what rights have 

been acquired.  

Acquired graphics should be reported under the Acquired Sequence section. 

Graphics from previous BBC programmes should be reported in the BBC Archive 

section. 

Format 
This copyright type should be used to record where a format agreement is in 

place, for example for dramas or entertainment shows. 

 Previous Title: Enter any previous name the content has been known as. 

Also use this box to record the Original Programme Title if required. 

Locations and Access 
If there are any restrictions on the re-use of locations in your programme then report the location 

information in the Add Copyrights tab and enter the restrictions in the Add Rights tab.  

 Description: Enter a description of the location being used 

 Context of Use: Enter the details if the location is being used to represent 
another real or fictional location 

Giving this information is useful both for contractual reasons if there is a possibility 

of re-use by another programme or in other media, and also it will help BBC 

Archives know if they can make the material available for stock shots. 

Other 
Most copyright items will be reported in one of the previous copyright types. Possible uses for Other 

include: 

 The use of toys or games as an integral part of your programme, for instance using the Monopoly board 
as a feature in an item on house prices 

 Reporting the details of any software package that you have featured in your programme, for instance in 
a sequence watching an animator at work 
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When you select Type* as Other and Type of 

Material* as Other,  an additional Other 

Material* field is displayed and you will be 

required to enter a description of what other 

type of copyright material you are entering the 

details for, for example, desktop publishing or 

game. 

 Title (Copyright title or ref)*: The name of the game or software package etc. 

 Rights owner*: In many software applications the copyright information can be found by clicking on 
Help in the top menu bar and then selecting About. 

User-Generated Content 

Where users make, share or submit their own, original User Generated Content including text, photos, and 
video, record its use within the appropriate copyright type, for example Stills or Text. 

Locating Your Programme’s Copyrights Form 

 Search for your programme either in the Inbox or Library 

 

 Click on Copyrights to display the form 

 

If you are unable to locate the BBC forms for your programme and you expect to see them in Silvermouse, 
please contact your Delivery Co-ordinator or silvermouse.support@bbc.co.uk. 

mailto:silvermouse.support@bbc.co.uk
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Editing the Header 

Make sure that the information in the Header is correct before completing the form. 

 

 Click on Edit Header  

For more details about the information that should be completed, please refer to the Header helpcard. 

 Click on Update to save the changes, or Cancel if no changes are required 

Entering Copyright Details 

This section provides a general description of how to enter copyright items within Silvermouse. For more 

specific information about the different copyright types, please refer to the individual sections above. 

Entering information into the Copyrights form is a two-stage process: 

 Within the Add Copyright tab, identify the Type* of copyright 
you are recording the details for, and enter a description of 
what it is, who owns it, where it appears in the programme 
and the context of use 

 In the Add Rights tab, enter the rights associated with the 
copyright item, including the Contract Type (or clearance 
method used); Contract Number and any Restrictions on 
the use of the item. 

Please refer to the Entering Copyright Rights section of this helpcard for more details 

If you are entering either Stills, Text or Location and Access items, please check the relevant sections of 
this helpcard as well as reading the following information. 

Enter the details by following the numbers in the form: 

 

 1. Type*:  Select the type of copyright you are entering from the drop down list 

 2. Copyright ID: This is the unique ID that identifies the copyright item, either in the Silvermouse or 
Getty databases.  Enter the Copyright ID if you have it, or leave it blank as this will auto-populate when 
you select an item from either database (if an ID has been given to the item) 

 3. Title (Copyright title or ref)*:  Enter the official title of the copyright item, or the suppliers reference 
number 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/academy/en/articles/art20170126164820104
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 Database: If you wish to search either the Getty or Silvermouse databases for an item, select the 
relevant option from the drop down list. 
 
If using the Getty database then the Title is used to perform the search. If a Copyright ID has been 
entered, this will be the only term used. 
 
If using the Silvermouse database, Type, Copyright ID, Title, Source, and Description are all used 
to search against. 

Click on Search and a popup window will show the results: 

 

 Click on Use to select an item, or change the search terms in this window in order to search again 

 

You can refine your Getty database search results by selecting the Best Match, the Most Popular, or the 
Newest entries: 

 

 4. Rights holder (Owner or source)*: If you have searched for and found the copyright item, the 
Rights holder will be auto-populated 

If not, select Other… from the drop down list and enter the Contact 
Details for the copyright owner. 

Then click on Add 
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 5. Creator: This information is read only and will auto-populate when an item has been selected from 
the Getty database 

 

 Type of Material*: Select from the drop down list, which will be determined by the Type* that has been 
selected 

 

 Visual Cue: Enter a visual description to identify the copyright item in the programme (max 300 
characters) 

 Add Contact Details: Click on this link to add (or edit) the contact details of the Rights Holder or Owner 
or Source  

 6. Description: Enter a description of the copyright item, not a description of how it has been used 

 

This is a key piece of information and will be linked to the copyright item every time it is used. Please 
refer to page 4 for more details. 

 7a. Duration and*: The duration will be automatically calculated when you enter the In and Out 
Timecodes 

 7b. Timecode (HH:MM:SS)*: Enter In and Out Timecodes to show where the item appeared in the 
programme and click on Add Timecode (or press Enter on the keyboard). 

The Timecode will then be displayed on the right: 
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Multiple In and Out Timecodes can be added if the item has been used more than once in your 
programme and the Aggregated Duration will then show the total use of the item 

 Shot Desc.: If you have entered more than one In and Out timecode, Shot Description allows you to 
add a unique description to an individual timecode. Click on the link next to the timecode you wish to 
add a unique description to and describe that piece of the film and VT being used (maximum 500 
characters). 

Enter the shot description in the pop up window and click on Update to save. 

To edit the shot description, just click on the link again. 

The Shot Description will appear next to the Timecode information when the form is PDF’d 

 Edit or Delete: Click on the appropriate option to edit or delete the Timecode information 

 Context of Use: Enter a description of how the item was used in your programme (maximum 500 
characters)  

 

 Complete any additional copyright fields, as explained in the next section of this helpcard 

 When all the information has been entered for the item, click on Add 

Additional Copyright Fields 

Depending on which copyright Type* and Type of Material* combination you have selected, there will be 
other information that needs to be completed as well. 

This is the full list of all the extra fields that will be displayed based on the Type* and Type of Material* 
combinations selected. They are not all displayed at the same time and you will not have to complete them 
for every item you enter. 

Box Name Description 

Original Series/Programme 

Title 

Original Series/Programme Title that the footage has been sourced from 

Original Episode Title/no. Original Episode Title that the footage has been sourced from  

Original Programme UID Original Programme No./UID that the footage has been sourced from 

Original BBC TX Date Original transmission date of the programme that footage has been 

sourced from 

Previous Title(s) Previous Titles used to refer to the Copyright Item 

Scriptwriter Name of the Scriptwriter 

Format Owner Owner of the Format Copyright 

Extract Type Production Source of the Extract Type, either  In-House, Independent or 

Acquired 

Author Name of the Author of the Literary Work/Format 

Translator Name of the Translator of the Literary Work/Format 

Date of Publication Date of Publication of the Literary Work 
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Box Name Description 

Artist/Photographer Name of the Artist/Photographer of the Visual Work 

Composer/Arranger Composer/Arranger for the Music Copyright 

Producer Name Name of the Producer of the footage 

Producer Contract Type Contract Type for the Producer of the footage 

Director Name Name of the Director of the footage 

Director Contract Type Contract Type for the Director of the footage 

Event Event Title for the Sports Extract 

Event Date Date of the Event being used within the Extract 

Independent Company 

Name 

Name of the Independent Company that has produced the Independent 

Insert 

Contact Details Contact Details of the Independent Company that has produced the 

Independent Insert 

 

 When all the information has been entered for the item, click on Add  

The item will be saved and appear at the bottom of the screen: 

 

 

1. The Title and Description of the copyright are displayed 

2. The Rights holder and the Creator are displayed 

3. Copyright Type and the Timecodes added are displayed 

4. The View Rights summary is shown (if entered), along with a link to Add Rights information 

You can Copy, Edit or Delete the copyright item.  

Please refer to the Copying from the Silvermouse database or Copying from the Getty database sections 
for important information about copying. 

If you click on Edit the item will open in the Add Copyright section and you can make the required changes 
and then click on Update to save them. 

If you click on Delete, a pop up message will ask if you wish to Delete the item and you can Cancel, or Ok 

to continue with the deletion 

Mandatory Fields 
Mandatory fields are denoted by a red asterix. 

Although many of the fields in the Copyrights form are not mandatory, please ensure you complete all the 
relevant fields to ensure your reporting is robust, detailed and accurate for future exploitation by other 
productions; otherwise the BBC may reject the form. 

1 2 3 4 
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Working with the Copyright Items 

Below the Add Copyrights section, the list of copyrights added is displayed.  

 

 

5. Order copyrights by: This drop down list allows you to change the order the copyrights are displayed. 
Select either Copyright creation date (which is the default), Copyright title, Copyright type, Copyright 
source, or Copyright timecode 

 
6. The total number of copyrights added is shown 
7. The number of copyright items displayed out of the number entered onto the form 
8. The Select All copyrights box allows you to select all items within the form 

 

The Process Drop Down List 
The process drop down allows you to perform several actions on individual or multiple copyrights.  

 Select the check box for the copyright items you wish to perform the action on 

 From the Process drop down list select the action you wish to perform and click on Process:  

 

5 6 7 8 
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Aggregate selected copyrights by source 

This summarises all the selected copyrights by the rights owner and sub-categorises by copyright type.  

 

Aggregate selected copyrights by type 

This summarises all selected copyrights by the copyright type. 

 

Aggregate selected copyrights by copyright 

This summarises all selected copyrights. 

 

Add/Edit Rights 

This allows you to add rights for a selected copyright item. 

Remove Copyrights  

This will remove all the selected copyright items from the form. A pop up message will ask if you wish to 

continue to Remove Copyrights. You can click on Ok to continue, or Cancel. 
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Remove Rights  

This will remove all rights data from the selected copyright items. A pop up message will ask if you wish to 

continue to Remove Rights Details. Click on Ok to continue or Cancel. 

Entering Copyright Rights 

A copyright item recorded in Silvermouse must contain full details of what the item is, and the rights 

associated with that item. If a copyright item does not have rights assigned, an error message will be 

displayed when the form is submitted. 

This information needs to be accurate, so please don’t guess. 

Copyright Contract Types 
Within Silvermouse, this is the list of copyright contract types that are available for you to select when 

entering an item:  

Copyright Contract 
Type 

Description 

BBC/WGGB 
Agreement 

Standard terms agreed between the BBC and Writers Guild of Great Britain for 

commissioning script writers/script material.  

PACT/WGGB 
Agreement 

Standard terms agreed between the Producers Alliance for Cinema & Television 

and the Writers Guild of Great Britain for commissioning script writers/script 

material.  PACT/WGGB terms are used for independent productions. 

BBC/DACS terms Standard terms agreed between the BBC and Design & Artist’s Copyright Society 

for contracting use of existing artistic works. 

BBC/BAPLA terms Standard terms (aka the “General Permissions Agreement”) agreed between the 

BBC and the British Association of Picture Libraries & Agencies for contracting 

use of existing stills and photos EXCLUDING stock/royalty free stills. 

BBC Sequence 
Blanket terms 

Terms agreed by the BBC with seven most used UK archive suppliers for use of 

clips/sequences/footage EXCLUDING stock/royalty free footage.   

BBC Staff / Freelance 
Contract 

Person providing contributions or materials and who is either under a BBC 

fixed/continuing employment contract or a BBC freelance contract. 

Contract / Terms & 
Conditions 

Contracts, agreements, licences, Terms & Conditions, etc. for contributions and 

materials that do not fall within other specific Contract Types.  

Release 
Form/Permission 
Letter/Consent Form 

Forms, letters, emails or other basic written evidence (often signed) to indicate a 

contributor or rights owner’s permission to film or use their material.  

Informed Consent Verbal consent, filmed consent, willing participation or other non-written ways a 

contributor or rights owner consents to filming or use of their material.  
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Copyright Contract 
Type 

Description 

Fair Dealing Use of a limited/modest amount of a copyright work without the rights owner’s 

permission for: 

 reporting news and current events 

 criticism and review 

 quotation 

 parody, pastiche and caricature 

Await Claim Use of material without the rights owner’s permission, after reasonable efforts to 

trace the rights owner has failed. 

Copyright Expired Use of material where the rights owner’s permission is not required because 

copyright in the work has expired. 

Insubstantial Part Using an insubstantial part of a work without the rights owner’s permission.   

Incidental Inclusion Use of material without the rights owner’s permission where the material is used 

incidentally.   

Promotional Right Express right in contracts with contributors and rights owners to use extracts from 

BBC programmes for BBC promotional use. 

Clearance Not 
Necessary 

Contributions and material not requiring clearance, for example: 

 BBC copyright (such as some images from BBC Photograph Library and Stills 
Archive) for BBC public service use only 

 Buildings, sculptures and monuments in public places 

Historical and 
Reminiscent Right 

Express right in contracts with contributors or rights owner to use short extracts 

from BBC programmes ONLY in the context of historic and reminiscence about 

the BBC and ‘of the BBC’. 

Public Domain  Material is Public Domain and can be used freely in very limited circumstances 

only: 

material not covered or excluded from copyright 

Online Terms & 
Conditions 

Use of material usually from online sources subject to acceptance or deemed 

acceptance of Online Terms & Conditions.  For example:  

 Stock or Royalty-Free images/footage 

 Creative Commons material 

 Material on social media sites 

 Online maps 

 Crown Copyright 

Make sure that any restrictions that apply are understood and recorded in the 

Restrictions box. 
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Material taken from the internet is not Public Domain. It must be cleared using a contract or one of the 
other basis listed under Contract Type. 

Entering Copyright Rights Information 
When entering copyright rights information, never include any financial information, for example the fee paid 

or bank account details. 

 When the copyright items have been added in the Add Copyright tab, click on the Add Rights tab 

 

 Select the item you would like to add the rights information to: 

 

 Click on Use 

 

The copyright owner or source is displayed in the blue tab line: 

 

 Contract Type: Select from the drop down list the type of contract that was used to clear the copyright 
item for use in your programme. 
 
If no contract was used, select the basis on which the copyright item was used, for example Fair 
Dealing, Await Claim or Incidental Inclusion. 
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Even if something has not required clearance, for example the majority of Album Covers, it should still 
be entered as a copyright item and the Contract Type, Clearance Not Necessary selected. 

 Copyright Contract Number: Enter the unique number given to the contract for that copyright item 
which is usually written on the contract. 

If no contract was used, for example in the case of Fair Dealing, Await Claim or Incidental Part, then 
there will be no contract number. 

 Autoclear/Requisition No./FastClear Reference: Not required for Independent Productions 

 Restrictions: Enter details of any restrictions limiting the use of the copyright material such as territory, 
media, duration of rights, Public Service use only. 

If no restrictions are stated, it will be assumed the copyright item can be used without limitation (in any 
media, throughout the world and in perpetuity) or in line with the standard terms you selected in the 
Contract Type 

 When all the details have been entered click on Add 

 To view the rights once they have been entered, click on View Rights 

 

 To make changes click on Edit Rights, or Cancel to exit the item 
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 Make the required changes and then click on Add to save 

 

The Process Drop Down List 

Another way to get to the edit screen is to select the item and then from the Process drop down list, select 

Add/Edit Rights. 

There is also the option to Remove Rights or Remove Copyright, which as the latter suggests will 

completely remove the item from the form. 

 When you have made a selection, click on Process 

 

 If you don’t want to make changes click on Cancel, or click on Add to save any changes 

Submitting the Form 

When the Copyrights form has been completed, it should be submitted. 

 Click on Submit to Broadcaster: 
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 In the confirmation window, click on OK to submit the form 

This will change the status of the form from In Progress to Submitted. 

The form will close and you will be returned to the Inbox. 

If a copyright item has not had rights assigned to it, an error message will appear when the form is 
submitted: 

 

If this message is displayed, you will need to check Add Rights to at least one of the items in the 
Copyrights form. 

For details on adding rights, please refer to the Entering Copyright Rights section of this helpcard. 

Submitted forms are not displayed in the Inbox, but you’ll be able to find it in either the Outbox or the 

Library. 

The form will either be approved or rejected by the broadcaster. 

It is not possible to edit a Submitted or Approved form. You will need to ask your BBC contact to reject a 
form so you can make changes to it. 

No Copyright Items in the Programme 
The Copyright form needs to be approved so the programme can be signed off, even if there were no 

copyright items in the programme.  

To confirm there were no copyright items in the programme: 

 Select the No Copyrights were used in this programme checkbox at the bottom of the Copyrights 
form: 

 

 Click on Submit to Broadcaster 
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Rejected Forms 

If there is a problem with the form and it has been rejected, the BBC Independent Delivery Unit (IDU) will 

contact you and you will be able to find the rejected form in your Inbox. Their feedback will be entered in 

the Notes field, in the Header: 

 

To resubmit the form: 

 Make the required changes 

 Click on Submit to Broadcaster 

 In the confirmation window, click on OK to submit the form again 

Locating an Approved Copyrights Form 

 Search for your programme in the Library. Enter the search criteria and then click on Approved: 

 

 Click on Copyrights to display the form: 

 


